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On resonant heating below the cyclotron frequency
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Resonant heating of particles by electrostatic and Alfve´n waves propagating in a confining uniform
magnetic field is examined. It is shown that, with a sufficiently large wave amplitude, significant
perpendicular stochastic heating can be obtained with wave frequency at a fraction of the cyclotron
frequency. This result may have relevance for the heating of ions in the solar corona, and is a generic
phenomenon, independent of the type of wave considered. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
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Resonant heating of particles in a confining magne
field has been examined by many authors and is of imp
tance in the heating of magnetically confined laboratory
well as extraterrestrial plasmas.1–7 To our knowledge, how-
ever, a breaking of the invariance of the magnetic momen
frequencies at a fraction of the cyclotron frequency has ne
been reported in a theoretical or experimental work. In t
letter, we wish to demonstrate that, at sufficiently large wa
amplitudes, low-frequency wave heating is indeed possi
Consider first the simple model problem of a particle gyr

ing in a constant magnetic fieldB05B0ẑ acted upon by an
electrostatic plane wave propagating perpendicularly to
magnetic fieldB0. Physically, this may, for example, corre
spond to the case of electron heating by lower-hybrid wa
in high density/low magnetic field plasmas.

The Hamiltonian for this system isH5(p2A)2/2
1F(x,t) with the magnetic field given by the vector pote

tial A52B0yx̂. Take the units of time to be given byVc ,
the cyclotron frequency, let the electrostatic wave be giv
by a single harmonic,F5F0 cos(kx2vt), and set the veloc-
ity parallel toB0 ~a constant of the motion! to zero,vz50.
The three dimensionless parameters characterizing the
ing problem arekr, giving the ratio of cyclotron radius to
wave length, withr5v/Vc the cyclotron radius,k2F05uk
•xgu, the nonlinearity parameter withxg being the wave-
induced guiding-center polarization-drift displacement, a
v, the ratio of the wave frequency to the cyclotron fr
quency.

The equations of motion becomev̇x5vy1kF0 sin(kx
2vt), vy52x1x0, giving
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1x5x01kF0 sin~kx2vt !. ~1!

First, it is illuminating to consider Eq.~1! for s[k(x
2x0)!1. Letting 2T5kx02vt and keeping only the lowes
order ins ~i.e., linearization!, we have

d2s

dT2
1F 4

v2
2

4k2F0

v2
cos~2T!Gs5

4k2F0

v2
sin~2T!; ~2!

i.e., a driven Mathieu equation with unstable solutions
v.2/q with q integer. Of course this equation is valid on
for small s, but it indicates the existence of large amplitu
solutions for these values ofv. This response is simply in
terpretable as due to resonance consisting of an integer n
ber of cyclotron oscillations within one wave oscillation. Th
fact that there are many such resonances implies that, at
amplitudes, stochastic threshold should be attained, per
ting heating.

Now consider a Poincare´ section ofkr, c5kx2vt, by
taking points whenvy50,v̇y.0. We find that resonance
exist for v52/q for all integer q, associated with the un
stable domains of the associated Mathieu equation. Secu
ties are not found at fractional frequencies in the stand
Hamiltonian analysis1 because the wave field is consider
only to first order. A higher-order analysis demonstrates th
existence and, at small amplitudes, they can be found a
lytically. Physically, fork2F0;1, k•xg contains finite higher
harmonics inv and, thus, renders nonlinear resonances w
cyclotron motionVc possible.
3 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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Now investigate the approach to chaos and the exten
the chaotic domain, which limits the possible heating o
tained. Figure 1 shows an example of the resonances an
extent of the stochastic domain forv51/4, with k2F0

50.77, bounded by good Kolmogorov–Arnold–Mos
~KAM ! surfaces at largekr. The initial particle distribution
was random withkr,0.1. The magnetic moment again b
comes an adiabatic invariant for very large energy.3 Heating
of an initially cold distribution proceeds to the maximu
limit given by good KAM surfaces in a rather short time, o
the order of one to two hundred cyclotron periods. Even a
wave frequency of 1/10 of the cyclotron frequency a Po
caréplot is quite stochastic fork2F051. Note that this is a
collisionless result.

Figure 2 shows the variation of the extent of the heat
domain inkr versus wave frequency fork2F050.36, 0.8,
and 2.6. For a small wave amplitude some peaking can
deed be seen at low-order~small! integer fractions, as pre
dicted by the Mathieu equation approximation. As the am
tude increases, however, nonlinear generation of many fi
points produces chaos which smoothes out the reson
structures and makes the extent of the domain almost lin
in v. Of course in the limit ofv→0 the motion is not sto-
chastic, and there is no real heating, only large amplit
excursions in the potential. For the two larger amplitu
plots anX indicates the frequency for the onset of chaos. F

FIG. 1. Poincare´, k2F050.77, v51/4.

FIG. 2. Heating domain vsv for k2F0 5 ~a! 0.36, ~b! 0.8, ~c! 2.6.
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k2F050.36, curvea, there is no chaos, only large scale co
vective motion, even atv51. The onset of chaos at larg
wave amplitude as a function ofv is shown in Fig. 3. This
plot was obtained by examination of the Poincare´ plot pro-
duced by advancing a distribution with initiallykr,0.01.
For values ofk2F0 above the line there is a significant st
chastic domain extending fromkr50 to an upper bound
increasing withv, as seen in Fig. 2. It is interesting to spec
late the behaviors in theuk•xgu@1 limit. Since this can be
alternatively viewed as thev,Vc→01 limit, particles will be
trapped by the large-amplitude electrostatic wave for a lo
time, t;Ak2F0/(vVc), and consequently, experience le
efficient heating. It thus may be reasonable to conjecture
the most efficient heating occurs at intermediate wave am
tudes,k2F0;1. This, however, remains to be verified.

Alfvén waves, either excited spontaneously or by ext
nal sources, have been observed or predicted to be prese
plasmas with parameters ranging from those of laborator
space and astrophysical environments. Interaction betw
Alfvén waves and charged particles thus plays a crucial
in many plasma dynamical processes. Previous theore
investigations of heating mechanisms have nearly alw
been based on the existence of the primary cyclotron re
nance, i.e.,v2kzuz6nVc.0 wherev and k are, respec-
tively, the angular frequency and wave vector of the Alfv´n
wave,B05B0ẑ is the confining magnetic field,u is the labo-
ratory frame particle velocity,n>1 and 6 corresponds to
right (1) and left (2) circular polarization. Such reso
nances will change the magnetic momentm5u'

2 /2B0 lead-
ing to pitch angle scattering and heating.~The n50 reso-
nance relies on the compressional component of the w
magnetic field, which is generally negligible, only energiz
particles alongB0, and is not of interest here.! Hereu' is the
velocity perpendicular toB0. Since for the Alfve´n wavesv
.kzvA with vA5B/(4pn0mi)

1/2 the Alfvén velocity, the cy-
clotron resonance condition becomeskzvz5kz(uz2vA)
.6nVc , wherev is the particle velocity in the wave frame
Noting that typicallyukzvAu,unVcu, the resonance condition
generally requires thatuz be super Alfve´nic, a condition of-
ten not satisfied. Wu and co-workers8 have examined nonlin-
ear interactions between ions and Alfve´n waves under non-

FIG. 3. Stochastic threshold in thev, k2F0 plane.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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resonant conditions using a one dimensional (k5kzẑ)
model. Their results indicate that while the Alfve´n waves can
lead to large amplitude oscillations in the ion motion, there
no stochastic heating. That finitek' is necessary for stochas
tic heating has been noted earlier,9 but only for cases in
which the cyclotron resonance condition was satisfied.

For a sufficiently large-amplitude, obliquely propagati

(k5kzẑ1k') wave, there indeed exists efficient stochas
ion pitch angle scattering and heating by the Alfve´n wave
even whenkzvz is only a small fraction ofVc . Note, for
cold ions in the laboratory frame,vz52vA so v52kzvz

and this condition becomesv!Vc .
The physics of this stochastic heating is qualitative

similar to that due to a perpendicularly propagating elec
static wave with a frequency a small fraction ofVc , dis-
cussed above. To demonstrate this similarity, consider a
early polarized Alfve´n wave in the laboratory frameX, Y, Z,

given by Bw5Bwŷ cos(c) with c5k•X2vt. Furthermore,
let us consider the ions initially cold in the laboratory fram
so thatv52kzvz5kzvA at t50. Extension to finiteu at t
50 is straightforward. Again, take the units of time to
given by Vc , and normalize the field toB0. In the wave

framex5X2vAtẑ, we havec5kxx1kzz and the wave elec
tric field is removed. The equation of motion then becom
v̇5v3~B01Bw! and the velocityv5vA is constant in time in
this frame. The wave electric field is removed in this fram

and the equation of motion then becomev̇5v3(B01Bw).
Dimensionless numbers characterizing the problem are
kxv, kzv5v/Vc , and the wave magnitudeBw /B0.

Specifically, the equations of motion becomev̇x5vy

2vzBw cosc, vy5x02x, v̇z5vxBw cosc, giving d2x/dt2

1x5x02vzBw cosc and the instantaneous location of a pa
ticle in phase space is given byx,z and the pitchl5vz /v.

To first order in Bw we have d2x/dt21x5x0

2vz(0)Bw cosc, equivalent to Eq. ~1!, with v/Vc

5kzvz(0)/Vc playing the role of the frequency of the ele
trostatic wave, andkxvz(0)Bw /(B0Vc) the nonlinearity pa-
rameter, so we again find a driven Mathieu equation w
unstable solutions forv.2/q with q integer. Thus, there ar
resonances at many values of particle pitch in the w
frame. However, note thatkx50 implies no nonlinear inter-
action. Physically,kxvzBw /B0Vc corresponds to, again,uk
•xgu with xg being the wave-induced guiding-cent
curvature-drift displacement.

Thus, for smallBw , we expect the same resonances
found in the electrostatic wave analysis. For larger value
Bw , however, the approximation ofvz5vz(0) will be in-
valid in the differential equation forx and the motion will be
more complex.

To study the resonances, again take a Poincare´ section of

l,c, formed by taking points whenvy50 and v̇y.0 for a
distribution at a fixed energy in the wave frame. At lar
wave amplitude these resonances produce stochastic mo
and hence allow nonadiabatic, permanent change in pitcl.
Transformed back to the laboratory frame, such a chang
pitch is equivalent to particle heating as well as pitch an
scattering.
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Noting that waves of left-hand polarization are often e
cited in space plasmas,10 we shall consider in the following
only a left-hand polarized component, resonating prefera
with particles havingvz,0. Thus, we have, again in th
wave frame, Bw52Bwx̂ cos(a)sin(c)1Bwŷcosc

1Bwẑsin(a)sin(c) with c5kxx1kzz and tan(a)5kx /kz . In
the laboratory frame, the wave propagates in the positivz
direction, and, in the wave frame,vz /v521 for an initially
cold ion distribution.

Figure 4 shows a Poincare´ plot for a left-hand circularly
polarized wave withBw50.25,kxv50.27,v50.25. All par-
ticles were initiated withvz /v,20.99, i.e., the initial ion
distribution in the lab frame was cold. At this amplitude th
lower part of the plot is chaotic, and ions can readily diffu
from vz /v521 to values near20.4. Transforming back to
the rest frame, the final ion distribution has a spread in p
pendicular velocity much larger than the spread in para
velocity.

In Fig. 5 is shown a numerical determination of the s
chastic threshold in the plane ofkxv, Bw for frequencies of
v50.1,0.25,0.5. Above the line there is a significant chao
domain leading to heating. Note that stochastic threshol
achieved when the nonlinearity paramet
kxvz(0)Bw /(B0Vc) is of order 0.1, i.e., at a much lowe
level than is the case for an electrostatic wave. This,

FIG. 4. Poincare´, Bw50.25. kxv50.27, v50.25.

FIG. 5. Stochastic threshold,~a! v50.5, ~b! v50.25, ~c! v50.1.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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shown in the linearly polarized case, is due to the existe
of resonances at many values of the pitch angle. Again,
issue whether stochastic heating exists forBw@B0 remains
to be studied.

In Fig. 6 is shown the heating of an initially cold distr
bution. Since the distribution begins withl521, the ions
mainly gain perpendicular energy and thus we seeE'.Ei

with E' andEi being, respectively, the energies perpendi
lar and parallel toB0. Two hundred cyclotron periods is su
ficient to heat tov.0.25vA for these parameters. These r
sults may provide an interesting new mechanism of so
corona heating by Alfve´n waves.11 The ion distribution pro-
duced in this figure has a perpendicular thermal velocity
250 km/s takingvA;103 km/s in the lower solar corona
Furthermore, since energization increases withv/Vc , this
heating mechanism will preferentially energize heavier m
~lower Vc! ions. These features are consistent w
observations.12

FIG. 6. E' ~larger! andEi vs t, Bw50.25, kxv50.27, v50.25.
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In conclusion, we have demonstrated that, given su
ciently large amplitudes, significant perpendicular heat
can be obtained at a fraction of the cyclotron frequency b
for the case of a longitudinal wave propagating across a c
stant magnetic field and for large amplitude obliquely prop
gating Alfvén waves. The existence of nonlinear resonan
at fractions of the cyclotron frequency is, we believe, a g
neric phenomenon and may be expected to occur for o
types of waves.
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